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The threat of remaining unfinished units have been a constant headache to all GSU students. During the last University Assembly meeting on April 19, at 4:00 p.m. Becky Keller, a CCS student representative moved the following motion: that the formulation of a new overload policy be charged to the Jazz Festival Student Affairs Sub-committee. Vice President of Academic Affairs, Dr. Endres added that the new overload policy be referred jointly to the Senate and the Student Affairs Committee. Both student reps, Tommy Dascenzo and Becky Keller agreed. The motion to refer jointly to both committees was carried, twelve in favor, two against.

Julie Taylor Wins Photo Contest

Get Straight—The Real World

The JSU Jazz Sextet was very successful in their first competition. At the Notre Dame Jazz Festival, we were fortunate in winning a number of awards; in fact, we received more awards than any other institution participating in the Jazz Festival. Of the twelve awards, CSI received four:

1. BEST COMBO - Cash award of $100.00 plus plaque. 
2. BEST REEDSOLOIST, won by Eugene Vineyard, an Octo-Voice and Vari-Level Pickup donated by King Saxophone Company, plus a CJF plaque.
3. BEST DRUMMER, won by Curtis Prince, which included a set of Zildgen symbols and CJF plaque.
4. HONORABLE MENTION, PIANO won by John Pate, a CJF plaque.

A Minority Dean for HLD

By Fidelis Amatokwu

After a series of deliberations on the best of ways for choosing a dean for the college of human learning and development, Roy T. Cogdell has been chosen from a few that were called. The search which was begun in October of 1972 for a "minority education" to take permanent charge of the political and economic forces that affect our environment.

If we assume that an 18 or 19 year old man or woman is old enough to make judgment on who our nation's leaders will be or whether you are qualified to sit on this committee, how can we tell those same individuals they are not old enough or responsible enough to drink a can of beer? How can we tell a veteran who has defended his country and been in combat that he is morally irresponsible?

Continued on Page 5
Computers, in idetification, numbers, registration forms, IBM cards, address files; all are impersonal and sometimes cold communications. They tell us good and bad news. Their genius and efficiency (?) are perhaps the twin benefactors of good fortune to us but they’re the nemeses, viewless names, cold steel boxes when they bear us bad tidings.

The era of impersonal communication is with us. Ninety percent of the world’s messages are cards, library cards, statistics, machines are stuffed with these cards that tell us how armies are fought, machines are really warm, downright affectionate when you get to know them, while others assert an effort to offer you, not sure just where my place is in the whole thing; I tell you this day if you want to gain freedom you must fight the direct and indirect oppressions of the white man. I know it is hard but I also know life itself is hard. You must assert an effort to stay alive. This is not about your conscience, purpose being not just your survival, but the survival of our people.

My People

By SHAWRON

My People, my blind people, my hurt people, my loving people, my humble people, my righteous people, my disillusioned people. I know only myself to offer you, not sure just where my place is in the whole thing. I tell you this day if you want to gain freedom you must fight the direct and indirect oppressions of the white man. I know it is hard but I also know life itself is hard. You must assert an effort to stay alive. This is not about your conscience, purpose being not just your survival, but the survival of our people.

My People

It's a cold world when a machine has no real existence. If you've got a number you're real. Go ahead, check yourself out at any of the terminals at the university. All these self-asserting approaches are real—terminals around the university. All these self-assertive approaches are real.

It's all a frightening world, when the machine tells us when and when and no, how much or how little; its worm yet where they're right. Who is the master and who is the servant? Who lives for the command and who lives to think for themselves? Are you the real power? What's next and how many of these communications are for mankind in the 20th Century and the Enslaver in the 21st Century? Is it a crucifixion to lift this burden from us?

The question of who is stronger has to be tested. Is it the man – the creative machines are stuffed with living creatures, (except for his finger tips which are stuffed with all pushing those buttons). And the machine now is “Big Brother” maybe sister, (mother and father) in man. Many in his own created electronic machines, (videos are filmed, recorded, remembered and filed)

for future reference.
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If you haven’t saved your seeds or haven’t been able to get them to start. When summer concerts and festivals are in full swing on strong a great deal of the sweet smelling weed is sure to go up in flames near your home or in the middle-man, just READ ON!

The first step in the simple process of growing your own tobacco is to carefully selected seeds. That’s right, you’ll need to choose your stash, looking for the GREATEST SEEDS. The petitioner’s completed half the task. Select as many as you want to remember them. 

Now select a washcloth or something similar to cover it for a week. Another household item you’ll need is a small space like the one you now while looking for the before-mentioned materials. 

Spread the washcloth (or whatever you used) in front of you. Your next move (or you’ll only lose approximately 50 seeds, if not get more washcloths and bowls) is to place the seeds in the bowls. If you use only half the cloth, the pull on the other half will probably be higher than you.

The next step, in this simple process, is to place the folded cloth over the seed bowl. Let it sit for a while. 

Now sprinkle the cloth with some water periodically into the dirt, for the first week or two. Your water should be sufficient. Cradle each sprout and sharpen the tip of it (DON’T) into the pencil hole, cover the sprout back over and give a few looks of dirt from the ground by recently departed friends. 

In just a few days your friends should show themselves again. REJOICE. They need water occasionally, so treat them moderately. Your friends may also not be able to do anything to maintain an erect posture. Use toothpicks in the beginning days,

to put them in.

It takes about a week for the plant to reach maturity it will already selected. Now sprinkle the weed is sure to go up in flames too long though, remember the seeds to germinate, even so, you know how legit those indictments. 
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His bump-toed, diamond-saddled, guy-high oxfords

$15.90

It's your kind of store
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Her sledge-heeled, sky-high, tied-up platform

$8.60

RICHTON PARK Governor's Plaza, Intersection of Crawford Ave. & Sauk Trail (near Zayre & National Foods)
Independence For The Campus Press

The college newspaper that publishes off campus, is distributed only to paid subscribers and is not subject to indirect financial assistance from the university. The newspaper is subject to the laws of the state. The university does not interpret the laws in such a way as to permit the newspapers to be used for the purpose of criticizing the university. The newspapers are published only at the request of the students.

The newspapers are subject to the laws of the state. The university does not interpret the laws in such a way as to permit the newspapers to be used for the purpose of criticizing the university. The newspapers are published only at the request of the students.

Most college newspapers that have become financially independent have distributed their newspapers to all students, even though students were required to pay for the newspapers through the student activity fee. The editors say that full distribution makes their newspapers truly independent. However, there are some newspapers like the CORNELL Daily, which are owned by the students, and the DAILY CALIFORNIA, which charge $10 a year for subscriptions.

College administrators anxious to make their campus newspapers financially independent have often found it difficult to make their newspapers truly independent. The Corrections Assistant tried to make their campus newspaper independent but was unsuccessful due to the opposition of the staff.

College newspapers before independence received a third of their income from the student activity fee, now 95 percent of their income will come from subscriptions. The STANFORD DAILY for example, has about $100,000 in advertising. Under its proposals, it will have to sell subscriptions for its advertising in 1978.

The effect on the news staff is more subtle. At the COLORADO DAILY, when the newspaper became independent the editors found it difficult to work among the university's self-interest. The Daily Californian, however, found that it could cover the campus freely under its new conditions.

The free press in the university system could make a go of it without student support; it would not have the best chance. Now, more than ever, the university, to the Daily Californian, that the press is a new idea, to be used and applied.

The Daily Californian's radical politics, they have benefited from our move off campus. The student body of the University of California, independence was never designed as a means to an end. In its student body, the Daily Californian and the regents are now safe from possible libel suits and situations.

The newspaper is a place for journalistic experiment, for the university is the center, and its use of such language (obscenities) presents the difficulties of an independent editorial.

The newspapers plays the role of intermediary between the students and the university, serving as a vehicle for expression and for the exchange of ideas. The Daily Californian, for example, has been more critical of the university than most other newspapers.
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New Pro Named

Robert J. Burns, for the past two years Assistant Golf Professional at the Ravine Country Club in Homewood has been named to his new post by Kalman Rowen, executive vice president of New Community Enterprises.

Burns, 27, is a class A member of the Professional Golf Association which he attained following five years as an apprentice and graduation from the social business management of Northwood Institute in Midland, Michigan.

During the past two years at the Ravine Country Club, Burns has given approximately 1,200 lessons, coordinating an entire program of golf events for men and women.

Burns, with his wife, Janice, and 10-month old son, Robert, 11, at 733 Burnham Drive in Park Forest South.

Starting his career as a caddy at the Ravine Country Club in Gary, Indiana, Burns soon advanced to pro shop operations, head shop assistant and Captain Superintendent. In the latter position he assisted seven boys to become eligible for scholarships through the famed Chick Evans Foundation, a department of the Western Golf Association.

Shades Of Gray Continued

5. MANY OTHER OLDER STUDENTS...

6. Decision Making

7. Planning Social Activities
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S.S.A.C Hold Workshop

The Student Activities Office and S.S.A.C. at Governors State University is having a workshop to make it possible for students and other interested GSU Community members to plan the activities calendar for 1973-74, and to give them a chance to let their needs and wants be known. The workshop is planned for Wed., May 16, from 5:00-7:00 p.m., in the Commons of the Mini Campus. The agenda for the workshop is as follows:

1. Registration - Coffee - 10:00.
2. Orientation - 10:45.
3. Workshops - 11:00 - 1:00.
4. Lunch - 1:00 - 2:00. Workshops resume - 2:00 - 4:00.
5. There will be workshops in the following categories:
   - Film (choosing films to be shown next school year).
   - Speakers and topics of interest to students.
   - Entertainment ideas (Drama, Dance, Poetry, Student Entertainment Night).
   - Musical Groups (choosing groups to perform at GSU next school year).
6. An and Exhibits.
7. Bus Trips (suggesting places of interest to go on monthly trips).
8. Planning social activities.

On Hair Styles

Spring is opening its varied hair style doors. Varied! Indeed they are. There are long, straight, tall, round ones, wide bushy ones. What is more, all the various styles are worn by both men and female. But according to a couple of guys I know: the mini skirts show more than the makeup distinction...just keeps a fellow's eyes bugged clear out on a stem from May to September. And the wind and demi skirts, you know man.

CLASIFIED AD

LOST: Sapphire Birthstone ring left in ladies' washrooms. Contact: Cassie's Office, Reward - Call Ext. 324 at GSU.

An investment for People

Investing in the market can be risky.
That's why we've devised the no-sweat investment. No risks. No outstanding debts. And no chance of losing your investment.
All you have to do is deposit your money in our bank. Leave it with us for two years and we'll pay you a tidy 5% interest.
If you don't want to wait that long, we'll give you an almost-as-good 5% interest on a one-year deposit.
Or if you want to get in and out for a safe, quick killing, we'll give you 4% a day on day basis (so you don't have to worry about the money and run whenever you want).
A deposit at our bank is one of the wisest ones you can make.
We won't make you rich overnight. But in a while you'll be a little happier. A little richer. And a lot less nervous.

Black Is Hearing A Different Drummer

On May 17 at 7:00 p.m., G.S.U. and friend...Hear a Different Drummer - a "real" Black Talent Show. If interested contact Corriss Muse. Black Dramatic Company will make its debut with the play, "The Day of Absence," directed by Corriss Muse and technical assistant Ruben Williams.

The Fool On The Hill

By ANNA HARRIS

In April 1972, the writer of the column Shades of Gray wrote, "Around the time some people were about the business of starting a junk yard on the moon, others were spawing notions geared toward innovation in education...Governors State University is one of those concepts, a product of those notions because its most fundamental premise is the need for new ways of perceiving and defining the concepts of higher education. The university circles, however, G.S.U. is certainly a converted university, but the bundle of dedicated men and women who are in charge of its future are placed in the same institution in their ideas and tied it to university of the twentieth century." The Fool says: all the essence in the above paragraph, the feeling of being long since become fact—now let us get on with making them true. TO KATHY CZY2: The Fool is joined by the elementary and secondary, teaching programs at this University are expressing considerable about their future job prospects, and concern is warranted. This is the unpleasant fact in the wind and around common gathering places not at Governors State but other universities as well. A year ago one of the papers, specifically, to the Chicago Tribune's Mid-America Job Guide, Sunday, April 22, 1973 which stated "in bold black letters: "A majority of college students still earn teachers." The alleged students, according to J. M. Bakalis, Superintendent of Public Instruction of Illinois, were particularly disturbing. Bakalis had also sent messages to college officials suggesting that student teaching might be used as an alternative of those who aren't interested or qualified for the field could then find out about it early enough to get a change of something else."

"QUANTITATIVELY we have a surplus—QUALITATIVELY, we hope to have enough..." We are beginning to more than wonder about this. We do not doubt our ability or our sincerity, but neither can we match for traditional biases that we all know exist in education across the board. Furthermore, the article mentions accredited teacher colleges. "I have something that may do that for us."

"The Fool" certainly has no answers in the students' questions; no solution for their problem...Quality must be hidden to go unnoticed or unwarranted.
Students interested in Community College Careers is a new organization that was formed by Joanne Coihn, and Tommy Dascenzo to provide an opportunity for those students who are interested in these types of careers. Cooperative education students are expected to improve your outlook in the City. It is the organization's mission to establish rapport with the community college career college in an effort to increase interest in the field.

The organization has made its first move by Dr. Al Martin to be offered in the May-June session. Another move is to be offered during the May-June session is "The Psychology of Adult Learning" by Dr. James Gallagher. Defining the July-August session, Robert Bailey will be directing a module entitled "The Community College Professor," if students are interested in a community college career it would be advantageous to inquire more about these opportunities.

Tell It Like It Is

Tell It Like
Dear Leonia,

Leonia writes about her experience with G.I. Bill available to veterans showing me being processed each week, that is the average number of Vietnam veteran for the winter of that article have?

I am not alone, thank goodness.

The Chicago Heights Star

The club needs your interest and analysis of crime and whose publications are included in the "Documents Collection," Senate hearing add coordination and a consistent dimension to our knowledge and these too can be found in the collection.

Dear Anthony and Addie,

Dear S.T.,

If students are interested in a community college career it would be advantageous to inquire more about these opportunities.
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Poetry Corner

Last Dedication to Whisky

I overheard white the other day rapping about the uncle Figm speech of Brother Spade not knowing that if the words spoken were transformed into bullets he could not have said what he said for all the whites present would have been dead.

And the same is true of this poem that's being read - a dedication to you Don't mistake the brevity for the lack of things I could use your mind to transform these words into bullets and see if one reading is enough.

We don't have no place to play
like rich chil'en!'s

No Place To Play!
ain't no grass by our house,
Y'all don't like us to play on de grass over here?

We always have to play in de streets;
... glad when I git a man,
'kin ha' my own house,
... my own grass,
... don' I'll hav' some play to play.

We don't like you ol' woman!
... go 'way from us
... leave dat wind-
... an' shut yo' mouth.
... ol' woman, yo'
... ol' woman, you!

We just wants to play baseball
and football.
Face and Davey wants to be like Ernie Banks.
Me and wants to be like Greg Paul.
... but let's us want it
... keep yo' ol' grass
... we don't need it no-more!

When I get a man
I'll write my own letters
... to de precinct Cap'n!
... he can tell de old-man
de ad'man can tell Mary! 

Dem ill tell the President of
de United States,
... he'll git action den!
He don't wants liddle chil'en playing in de streets.

We dar' ya ol' woman!

Dat n'est yo' grass.
De grass b'longs to de government.
Come on, y'all, come on!!!
Let's see what de woman's grass,
... what she don't even know
don' b'longs to her!!

PEACE THAT NO MAN KNOWS

WEALTH OF WORDS

LEOLA SCHEARD

Peace is something no man knows.
Religious feuds, steady growth inflation bound,
Furtho these lists ear.
Wide the dance in graceful

Tulip heads pirouette assent
While the mighty oak in green

Time the leaves fall and die...

In despair... They have lost their life supply.
It is their gift to you and me.
LIFE, DEATH, and INFINITY

Judy Gathar

The Symphony

FTER JIM O'HALLORAN

Gentle arpeggios of the early birds
Dript into these listless ears.

A rhythm dance in graceful

Tulip heads pirouette assent,
While the mighty oak in green

attire.

Sings time with pails of wood.

All nature awakes to the sounds of song.
June tunes scent the air.

Wash Day

P. B. HALLORAN

The high wooden masts saprow everywhere.
Whites billow and burst against
The back yard block and tackle.

Birds peck at the vanishing specks of stars,
While the cotton pallets flap and snap.

In a longwinded conversation.

The Innovator

A Harvey and Chicago architect has been selected for Governors State University’s official residence.

The Governors State University Foundation, serving as the fiscal agent of the Illinois Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities, announced the selection of Kenneth H. Children, A.I.A., as the principal architect and project manager for construction.

The American Institute of Architects and Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry distinguished awards were won by Childe in last year.

He is past, vice-chairman of Black Architects collaborative and member of the American Organization of Minority Architects. He is also past-vice president of the Harvey Junior Chamber of Commerce.

Paul Leinberger and Ed Miller, with the assistance of Otis Lawrence and Bob Krebs, have submitted a proposal to the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education to support for two years a project called "An Innovative Approach to the Training of Environmental Planners: A strategy for Improving Environmental Research and Community Service." The proposal requests $173,000 and Paul and Ed will serve as Co-Directors of the Project.

Leola Scheard

NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION: Effective July 1973, all institutions holding either "Correspondent" or "Recognized Candidate" status will be placed in a single affiliate status called "Candidate for Accreditation."

NEW ADDRESS: Dorothy Body has moved to Indiana. Her address and telephone number are 1166 Grant Street Gary, Indiana 219/682-1044.

The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism has declined to support the Health Science Alcoholism proposal that Jim Tills and Bob Krebs prepared at the request of the Illinois Alcohol Advisory Council and Manteno State Hoon.

The ICC at the request of the Union of African Peoples videotaped Stuyke Corporation or the National GUS. The tapes are now available in the LIB on 2 hr. reserve under the name "Harrington."

Anyone interested in joining a Business Club, please sign up in the Student Services. You don't have to be in the BPS college to join.

New reserve commander of the Chicago branch of the U.S. Army Reserve Command has been announced.

Colonel Donald R. Hertog, USAFR.

Reserve officers wishing to be assigned to this reserve unit may contact Colonel Hertog at 563-2224, ext. 225, or 481-4966. Qualifications include education and experience in any one of the areas of procurement, production, engineering, contract administration, logistics, and supply.

Community members will help plan the students activities calendar at Governors State University.

Residents as well as students will participate in a planning workshop, Wednesday, May 15, from 10:30 to 5 p.m. in the student center.

Persons who cannot attend the entire workshop are asked to come whenever they can during the day and offer their suggestions.

The workshop will cover films, speakers and entertainment ideas, musical groups, art and exhibits, bus trips, social activities, student orientation, and sports.

Registration will be at 10:30, orientation at 10:45, workshop from 11 to 2, and workshop from 2 to closing.

The student activities office and the student services advisory council are sponsors.

The National Science Foundation has appointed as a consultant in higher education in science the dean of the Governors State University College of Environmental and Applied Sciences.

Dr. Ted Andrews as one of his first assignments visited Purdue University which has applied to NSF for funds to support a science curriculum project in biology.

His appointment is for one year.

He was a consultant to NSF in pre-college education from 1957 to 1962.

CHICAGO: Black Journalist, Lu Palmer. Her newspaper, THE BLACK X Pres, June 1, 1973. Subscriptions are now being taken at a rate of $24 a year. Interested party and all black people can inquire and/or subscribe should write to Lu Palmer, Black X Press, 449 E. Chicago, Illinois or phone 576-1600.

JOIN THE INNOVATOR'S ADVERTISING SALES FORCE
EARLY $2.50 - $2.75 per hour
BONUS + ENCLOSE
FOR INFORMATION STOP BY THE INNOVATOR OFFICE IN THE NORTH ROTUNDA
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